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1.1
Introduction

According to the predictions of Gordon Moore in 1965, the number of transistors
per square centimeter of silicon doubles every 18 months [1]. This requires that
the size of transistors and the interconnecting wires between them decrease at the
same rate. Up until now, this miniaturization has been realized by improvements
in photolithographic techniques. These techniques will reach their fundamental
limit in the near future, as the dimensions of the components drop below tens of
nanometers. Therefore, it is of considerable practical and fundamental interest to
study the smallest components that are likely to be functional, that is, components
consisting of single molecules or groups of molecules.
Already in 1959 the eminent physicist Richard Feynman discussed the possibilities of devices of extremely small dimensions in his lecture entitled ‘‘There’s plenty
of room at the bottom’’ [2]:
I don’t know how to do this on a small scale in a practical way, but I do
know that computing machines are very large; they ﬁll rooms. Why can’t
we make them very small, make them of little wires, little elements – and
by little I mean little. For instance, the wires should be 10 or 100 atoms
in diameter, and the circuits should be a few thousand angstroms across.
[. . .] There is plenty of room to make them smaller. There is nothing that
I can see in the laws of physics that says the computer elements cannot be
made enormously smaller than they are now.
In 1959, Feynman and the rest of the world did not know how to manipulate
electronic components on a molecular scale; however, more than 30 years after
that, in the 1990s several breakthroughs were achieved and now, 50 years later,
a large community of scientists is working on the use of single molecules as
electronic components. Among the pioneers in single-molecule conduction
studies were Gimzewski and Joachim who measured the electrical conductance
of a single fullerene C60 molecule [3]. Other seminal experimental advances
were the measurement of the electrical resistance of a single benzenedithiol
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bonded between two Au electrodes by the group of Reed et al. [4] and the
experimental demonstration of single-molecule rectiﬁcation in an Aviram–Ratner
type molecule by Metzger and coworkers [5]. Since the 1990s, a lot of progress
has been made, both in the practical problem of manipulating single molecules
and doing measurements on them and in the fundamental understanding of the
electrical processes on this small scale. As a result of this research, a variety of
single-molecule electronic components have been proposed and demonstrated.
A ﬁeld, that is, very much related to molecular electronics, and has inspired it
to some extent, is that of electron transfer in donor–acceptor systems. This area
of science started long before the ﬁrst ideas of using molecules in electronics
with the work of Mulliken in the late 1940s, from which the theory of binding
and charge transfer spectra emerged [6]. A theory for electron transfer with a
classical description of nuclear degrees of freedom was developed in the 1950s
by Marcus [7–9] and later extended by Hush [10, 11]. Jortner and others later
extended this theory by including a quantum mechanical description of the
nuclear degrees of freedom [12, 13]. These theoretical predictions were conﬁrmed
experimentally over the following decades by (among many others) Verhoeven [14,
15], Paddon-Row [16, 17], and Miller [18, 19]. Most of the initial groundbreaking
experiments were done for donor–bridge–acceptor systems in which the bridge
consisted of a nonconjugated rigid spacer, most notably the norbornyl derivatives.
These donor–bridge–acceptor molecules show strong resemblance to the initial
molecular diode proposed by Aviram and Ratner [20]. More recently the study of
electron transfer has been extended to conjugated bridges, with particular focus
on the properties of conjugated chains as molecular wires [21–27].
In this chapter, we will not give a thorough review of the enormous progress
that has been made in the ﬁeld of single-molecule conductance. Excellent reviews
on molecular electronics are available for a deeper background [28–35]. We aim
to give an impression of some of the different molecular electronic components
and discuss the importance of molecular wires that should serve as interconnects
between these devices. We also discuss the different approaches that are used
for studying charge transport through molecular wires. These approaches, both
theoretically and experimentally, vary considerably between the ﬁelds of molecular
electronics where conductance measurements are most common, and electron
transfer where charge transfer is often determined by spectroscopic techniques. In
the following chapters in this book, these different methods are discussed in detail
and applied to actual systems.
1.2
Single-Molecule Devices
1.2.1
Molecular Rectiﬁers

The ﬁrst concrete idea for an electronic component consisting of a single
molecule was the molecular rectiﬁer described by Aviram and Ratner [20]. The
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Figure 1.1 Single-molecule transistors. (a) Aviram–Ratner
proposal for a single-molecule rectiﬁer. (b) Molecular
rectiﬁer realized by Metzger.

molecular rectiﬁer that they considered consisted of an electron donating moiety,
tetrathiafulvalene, which was connected to an electron-accepting group, tetracyanoquinodimethane, by an ‘‘insulating’’ σ -bonded spacer, see Figure 1.1(a). This
molecule can be considered as an analog of p–n junctions common to the design of
traditional solid-state rectiﬁers. Quantum chemical calculations suggested that this
molecule should indeed exhibit rectifying behavior. After this landmark proposal,
it took another 25 years until such behavior was experimentally conﬁrmed for the
related donor–acceptor molecule shown in Figure 1.1(b) by Metzger et al. [5, 36, 37].
A more recent approach to realize a single-molecule rectiﬁer, reported by the
group of Dekker [38], is more akin to its macroscopic equivalent. It consists of
single-walled nanotubes that can be either metallic or semiconducting depending
on their diameter and helicity. An intramolecular junction between a metallic and
a semiconducting nanotube section can be realized by introducing a pentagon and
a heptagon into the hexagonal carbon lattice. Electrical transport measurements
on a single carbon nanotube intramolecular metal–semiconductor junction have
been performed [38]. It was shown that the transport characteristics were strongly
asymmetric with respect to the bias polarity, thus exhibiting the behavior of a
rectifying diode. The disadvantage of using carbon nanotubes is that there is no
synthetic control over the construction of the molecules and the realization relies
on coincidence during the synthesis of carbon nanotubes.
1.2.2
Molecular Switches

The basic control element in electronic architecture is the switch, which allows
the control of current ﬂow. Switches can be used in isolated form but can also be
connected in arrays of multiple switches to implement logic operations [39, 40].
One example of a switch on a molecular scale is the photochromic switch consisting
of a dithienylethene molecule; see Figure 1.2(a) [41]. The connection between the
thienyl rings can be opened or closed by illuminating with different wavelengths
of light. In the open form, the thienylene rings are not connected and, therefore,
the conjugation across the molecule is broken. If the molecule is illuminated with
ultra-violet (UV) light, the closed form is obtained. The molecule can be switched
back to its open form by irradiation with visible light. Such a light switchable
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Figure 1.2 Single-molecule switches. (a) Dithienylethene switch that can be opened and closed by illumination with visible and UV light, respectively.
(b) Redox switch that can be made conducting by reduction of the anthraquinone moiety.
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molecule can be used as a memory element, using the open and closed form as
‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off ’’ bits. The photochromic switch can also, in principle, be used for
switching currents ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off ’’ on a molecular level when it is incorporated
into a molecular wire or, as has been shown recently, by trapping it between two
metal electrodes. The operation of this switch was demonstrated by chemisorbing
it inside a mechanically controllable break junction between two gold electrodes. It
was found that the resistance increased by 3 orders of magnitude upon opening of
the switch by irradiation with visible light [42].
Another example is the anthraquinone-based switch reported by the group of
Hummelen; see Figure 1.2(b) [43]. In this molecule, the π-electron pathway can be
switched from cross-conjugated to conjugated by reduction of the anthraquinone
moiety. In general, charge transfer through a cross-conjugated π-system is much
less efﬁcient than charge transfer through a conjugated pathway [44, 45]. Therefore
this molecule can be considered a redox switch.
1.2.3
Molecular Transistors

The examples of single-molecule switches discussed above rely on conformational
changes in the molecule. This limits the possible switching speed to a few kilohertz
since usually the reverse conformational transition is relatively slow in a molecular
system [46]. An approach that should in principle allow much faster switching
speeds is a switch (or transistor) that relies on a single electron transfer. In 1988,
14 years after the proposal of the molecular rectiﬁer, Aviram proposed a ﬁeld-effect
transistor that consists of a single molecule; see Figure 1.3(a) [47]. This transistor
consists of a semiconducting piece of polythiophene, connected in such a way
to a doped (oxidized) piece of polythiophene that charge transfer between these
two parts of the molecule is inefﬁcient. The oxidized polythiophene is conducting
and the nondoped polythiophene will be nonconducting up to a certain threshold
voltage, but the application of an electric ﬁeld can result in tunneling of an electron
between the two parts. In this way, the conduction of both polythiophene channels
can be switched by application of an electric ﬁeld [47].
Another example of a single-molecule transistor that relies on single-electron
tunneling is shown in Figure 1.3(b). In this three-terminal design, described by
Wada [46, 48], a central ‘‘quantum dot’’ unit consisting of a single thiopene ring
is connected to three conjugated arms by saturated linker units. In the case when
two arms are connected to electrodes, the central part with the saturated linkages
acts as a tunneling barrier. The tunneling rate through this barrier can be modiﬁed
by applying a potential to the third terminal, resulting in an increase or decrease
in the energy levels in the quantum dot part. Therefore, by applying a potential to
the ‘‘gate’’ electrode, the tunneling current between the source and drain can be
controlled. It has been estimated that switching speeds of more than 10 THz could
be reached [49].
Single-molecule transistors that consist of a single semiconducting single-walled
nanotube have been proposed by the group of Dekker [50]. The nanotubes are
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Figure 1.3 Single-molecule transistors. (a) Aviram proposal
for a molecular transistor consisting of a photoconductor
coupled to a conductor. (b) A central ‘‘quantum dot’’ unit
connected to three electrodes by conjugated chains.

positioned across two Pt electrodes on a silicon oxide substrate with doped silicon
as the back gate. The current through the nanotube can be manipulated by changing
the voltage applied at the gate electrode. It has also been demonstrated that these
devices can be assembled into one-, two-, and three-transistor circuits that perform
a range of digital logic operations such as an inverter or a memory cell [51].
1.2.4
Molecular Wires: Connecting the Devices

In order to use the single-molecule electronic components described above in a
functional way while preserving the small scale, they have to be connected by
conducting wires of the same (molecular) dimensions. One of the ﬁrst to coin
the term ‘‘molecular wire’’ was the 1988 Nobel prize winner Lehn who described
a caroviologen molecule that could be incorporated into vesicle membranes, see
Figure 1.4 [52]. The charge in such a chain can transfer easily through the
conjugated pathway between the two terminal groups of the molecule.
Similar conjugated molecular wires are the ‘‘simple’’ conjugated polymer-derived
wires shown in Figures 1.5(a)–(c). These wires consist of a piece of conjugated
polymer analogous to the polymers used for organic electronics. In such conjugated
polymers, generally there is a considerable amount of conformational freedom,
most notably the rotational freedom around the (formally) single bonds in the
chain [53]. Therefore, more rigid alternatives have also been proposed as show in
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Figure 1.5 Examples of conjugated molecular wires,
ranging from simple conjugated wires (a–c) to fully rigid
oligo(quinoxaline) (d) and nonrigid (e) and rigid (f )
porphyrin-based molecular wires.

Figure 1.5(d) [54]. One of the advantages of using organic molecules as molecular
wires is the level of control over the structural and electronic properties of these
wires. The conjugated wires can be designed to meet the required rigidity as,
for example, in porphyrin-based molecular wires, see Figures 1.5(e) and (f ).
Butadiyne-linked porphyrin wires have interesting charge transfer properties but
also exhibit a considerable degree of torsional disorder [25, 55, 56].
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These porphyrin wires can be made much more rigid by directly coupling the
porphyrin units in a ladder-type structure as has been shown by Osuka et al. These
porphyrin ‘‘tapes’’ should function as exceptionally efﬁcient pathways for charge
transport [57].
Apart from the synthetic control over the structure and properties inside a
molecule, organic materials also offer advantages due to their self-assembling
properties. Conjugated molecules can be designed so that they self-assemble
into supra-molecular structures suitable for charge transport [58]. An excellent
example of this is the incorporation of speciﬁc quadruple hydrogen-bonding units
in conjugated molecules as shown by Meijer and coworkers [59–61]. Such designed
self-assembly can possibly be used to assemble molecular devices and wires into
electronic circuits that perform a speciﬁc function. It has already been shown that
supramolecular interactions can be used to control the optical and charge transport
properties of conjugated molecular wires [62–64].

1.3
Transport of Charges and Excitons in Molecular Wires

In the context of the emergence of molecular electronics, the study of charge
transport through molecular wires has become an important research topic.
Charge transport phenomena have been studied using a variety of techniques.
These techniques can largely be divided in three categories. In the ﬁrst category,
the molecules are positioned between electrodes in some way [65, 66]. Sometimes
single molecules are trapped between electrodes but often their properties are also
studied in so-called self-assembled monolayers. In the latter case, the substrate
functions as one electrode, while a scanning-tunneling microscopy tip is the other
[35]. An example of such measurements is described in Chapter 3 of this book.
The second approach to measuring the charge transport in conjugated molecular
wires comes from the area of photo-induced electron transfer [21, 22]. In this
case, an electron donor and acceptor are attached to a conjugated bridge and the
rate of charge transfer upon excitation is measured by time-resolved spectroscopy
(Figure 1.6 c and d). This is extensively discussed in Chapters 4 and 6 for conjugated
bridges and in Chapter 5 for π-stacked DNA bridges.
The basic mechanism of charge transfer involved in these two methods is very
similar, even if the experimental methods differ considerably. In both cases, charge
transfer is generally due to a single-step tunneling process in which a charge,
either a hole or electron, tunnels between the donor and acceptor or between the
electrodes without becoming localized on the bridge. In donor–bridge–acceptor
systems, the rate of charge transfer can then be described in terms of the
Marcus–Hush model, which involves coupling to the vibrational states in the
molecule and its surroundings. It is then typically found that the rate of charge
transfer decays exponentially with distance, since the charge transfer integral
exhibits an exponential distance dependence [67, 68].
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In the theoretical description of charge transport through molecules between
electrodes, the Landauer approach has been used [69], see, for instance, Chapter 2
of this book. Although the two approaches may appear very different at a ﬁrst
glance, they are very much related. The relation between the Landauer approach
[69] for molecular conductance and the Marcus charge transfer rate has been
demonstrated by Nitzan [70]. Similar to the case of single-step electron transfer, the
conductance through the molecule typically decays exponentially with increasing
distance between the electrodes. The groups of Joachim and Grill demonstrated
this in 2009 in an experiment using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). With
the STM tip, a conjugated polymer was lifted off a conducting surface, while the
current between the tip and surface was measured at the same time. Lifting the
polymer off the surface increases the length of the conjugated chain between
surface and tip, leading to an exponential decay of the conductance [71].
1.3.1
Deviations from Exponential Distance Dependence: Transfer to Hopping

In both the single-molecule conductance approach and spectroscopic measurements on donor–bridge–acceptor systems, interesting deviations from the exponential distance dependence have been observed. For donor–bridge–acceptor
systems, Wasielewski and coworkers have found that after a certain bridge-length
in conjugated molecules, the distance dependence of charge transfer becomes
much weaker and is in fact nonexponential [22, 23]. The same trend has been
observed for charge transfer through π-stacked DNA bases by the groups of Giese
[72] and Lewis et al. [73, 74].
Interestingly, in single-molecule conductance experiments very similar
observations were reported by the group of Frisbie for a series of conjugated
chains of increasing length. Although the conductance was exponential for short
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chains, at a certain length the decrease with distance became much weaker, see
also Chapter 3 [75].
The fact that in both types of experiments the same deviations were observed
conﬁrms the strong similarity in the charge transfer process that is probed by
the two approaches. The crossover from a strong exponential distance dependence
to almost distance independence has in both cases been sought in a change of
the mechanism by which the charge transfers. In the exponential regime, charge
transfer occurs via a single-step (super-exchange) tunneling mechanism in which
the charge is never localized on the bridge. For longer bridges, the superexchange
tunneling process is very slow and actual population of the bridge by the charge
becomes a competing process. In such cases, the charge can transfer from donor
to acceptor or between electrodes by a multistep hopping mechanism. Theories
describing the crossover between tunneling and incoherent hopping have been
postulated [76–78]. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the presence of the
charge on the bridge has not been observed experimentally, although in the case
of charge transfer in DNA it was found that the charge leaves the donor faster
than it arrives at the acceptor site [73, 74]. This indicates that the charge is at least
temporarily localized on the bridge.
1.3.2
Charges Localized on Conjugated Chains

In both the spectroscopic studies on donor–bridge–acceptor systems and
single-molecule conductance the charge does not become localized on the bridge
in the majority of cases. As a consequence the rate of charge transfer or the
conductance is determined to a large extent by the properties of the donor and
acceptor or the molecule-electrode coupling. This means that, for instance,
the charge transfer rate does not provide direct information on the motion of
the charge when it is moving on the conjugated bridge. A convenient way of
studying charges that are actually moving on conjugated chains is to generate the
charges initially on the conjugated chains. This is possible by creating ionizations
by irradiation with short pulses of high-energy electrons [79–82]. The charges
generated in this way can move along conjugated polymer chains. This motion can
be probed by optical spectroscopy, for instance, detecting the motion of charges
toward appended traps at the chain ends, see Chapter 7 [79]. Alternatively, it is
possible to directly determine the mobility of the charges along the chains using
the time-resolved microwave conductivity technique, as described in Chapter 9
[80–82]. The dynamics of charges on conjugated polymers chains has also been
studied theoretically as discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
The interesting feature of both these ways of probing charge transport is that
the charge is actually localized on the chain and the motion along the chain is
probed. It is hard to compare the data obtained from such measurements directly
to the results from single-molecule conductance experiments or spectroscopy on
donor–bridge–acceptor systems. However, in the limit of very long bridges, there
should be similarities. In this limit, the single-step tunneling is by deﬁnition

References

negligible and the only pathway for transport would be motion along the chain.
Although it is experimentally quite challenging to go to this limit because of the
small charge transfer rates (or low currents), it is of considerable fundamental
interest to enter the regime where charges are moving on the chains.
1.3.3
Motion of Excited States

Although much of the focus in molecular electronics is on charge transport
and electronic functionality, the molecules that are considered often also have
interesting optical properties. In fact the combination of light and charges is one of
considerable interest and, as illustrated above, in principle a current can be switched
on and off by illumination of molecular switches with light of different wavelengths.
In this context, excited states and, in particular, the motion of excited states along
the molecular wires are of interest [83, 84]. Among the possible applications is the
possibility to construct chemical sensors based on speciﬁc interactions that regulate
motion of excited states [85]. The motion of excitons along conjugated chains is
related to charge migration, and some of the techniques to probe the motion are
the same. For instance, the motion of excitons to appended traps at the ends of
conjugated chains is very similar to the trapping of charges on these traps. This is
discussed in Chapter 7. Other ways of probing exciton motion along conjugated
chains use the speciﬁc properties, for instance, ﬂuorescence. In Chapter 10 the
depolarization of the ﬂuorescence is used as a probe of the motion of excited states
along conjugated chains.
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